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About This Game

NOTE: Game is 1024x768 resolution (full-screen) and may require small (96 DPI, Win 7) or Normal (100%, Win 8 and up)
System Fonts to display properly. Many systems default to this setting. Also, video card settings or apps that artificially force

windowed mode or "stretch" the screen may result in display issues. Please verify before requesting support or assuming the game is
broken. Thanks!

Life's Playground is the board game with a unique blend of familiar mechanics from Monopoly, Life, PayDay, combined
together with a flavor all its own! It's designed to be easy to learn, and yet have many decisions for the player to make to
influence the outcome. And each and every game is totally different! Get and quit hundreds of different jobs, go thorugh
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hundreds of different little life vignettes, and more!

Features:

Random board generation every game and even every turn around the board! Only the streets stay the same each time.

Play with 1 to 4 human or CPU controlled players via hotseat, so you can take a trip to the playground of life anytime!

 Unique old-timey music, graphics and feel.

 Play 6 different mini-games, draw from over 200 Fate cards with lots of different outcomes, and use the Fortune Point
you acquire any way you like.

 Buy up to 3 randomly generated upgrades for your streets, making your opponents pay more when they land on them!
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Title: Life's Playground
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
SimProse Studios
Publisher:
SimProse Studios
Release Date: 12 Jun, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 and up

Processor: Pentium Core i3+ or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB Graphic Card or higher

Storage: 13 MB available space

Sound Card: Recommended for music and sound

Additional Notes: Small/Normal fonts (96 DPI or 100%) required to display properly

English
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Trick & Treat is a short but fun little rpg maker game. Okay now for the story.

You play as Amelia a young maid going trick or treating with her mistress, a young witch named Charlotte.
As they walk Charlotte says there is a cursed mansion she would like to go and play treats on, but once there Charlotte runs off
and it\u2019s up to Amelia to find her.

Now what I liked about this game, Story was nice and sweet. That\u2019s all I am saying on that. Liked the cute art and the art
book\/dlc for the games.

Characters were likable and funny. Liked that this game was spooky but not like scary the hell out of you, really this game is for
all ages, and that\u2019s not a bad thing.

Now what I did not like, It was a bit too short; puzzles could be a bit of a pain but really that\u2019s all to me what was wrong
with it.

So I say get this game it\u2019s a classic spooky rpg maker game, with cute art, a nice story, and likable and funny Characters
and its free but I say get the art book\/dlc with it. It gives more insight to the Characters.
. EDIT: The dude's remaking the game, so definitely keep a watch on this.
This game has a lot of promise. I'm a big fan of the graphics, weapons, combat and general feel of it. It's pretty awesome to
dock with an abandoned ship to search for supplies, only to have a hoard of aliens and nano-zombies try kick your balls up
through your mouth. However, it's got a decent amount of glitches and really not all that much to do. You kill and search a ship,
planet or space station for, hacking tools, medkits, explosives and ammo so you can kill more. There seem to be missions in, but
I'm not sure if they even work. It seems like it should be in early access. It's definitely not worth the $10 price tag, but would be
if there were more additions to it.
I really, really wanna give this game a thumbs up.. Very addictive little game, excellent graphics and low system requirements
make it a perfect indie game from a new dev.. First of all it was a positive experience to encounter a game created to advance
the spiritual development of its players. The music is calm and relaxing. The quotes, inspirations and teachings are well chosen.
The overall visual scheme is simplistic and supports the main theme.

However.

Considering the game is supposed to be a spiritual experience, it activates the mind quite a bit. The puzzles and the overarching
goal of achieving and collecting everything available is in contrast with the teachings and quotes about surrendering to the ever-
present, natural flow of life. They align with the controlling mind instead of the all-embracing heart.

Furthermore, as spirituality is usually about going deeper and deeper and finding new aspects to life and reality, the game, in
contrast, remains throughout its lifespan quite one dimensional. The "spirit"-sphere-thing never grows in size nor depth. It stays
throughout the game a dot of life, a nature servant, so to speak. It never evolves into anything greater, with more depth, more
understanding, more scope of vision, more responsibility etc.

However.

The game as it is inspires a lot of idealization about how a deeper spiritual game would look like. This 2D platform would quite
naturally evolve into a more complex one, and eventually into a 3D one, which in turn would evolve into multidimensional game
spanning galaxies and responsibilities involving civilizations and different forms of life across the multitude of the Oneness of
All That Is.

Also, it evokes an idea of a truly different approach to the game mechanic itself. Usually the player is rewarded the more they
achieve, but imagine a game where not the quantity but the quality matters. The player would truly have to undergo some
development of the psyche to advance into further stages of the game. Now that would be something.

But all in all, I salute the maker of this game for attempting to differentiate itself from the majority of the gaming industry
today, and for focusing on the spiritual aspect of nature and of life. In that regard it is truly the first of it's kind (to my
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knowledge at least) and deserving of more attention.. Grim Dragons is a unique casting of Dragons as they really are. Too often
we don't get the dragon's point of view when we humans get nice and comfy near their nests. And it follows that a dragon would
indeed have something to say about all the noise that we make! (Can't say much about how we smell though.)

You play as one such lovely creature for once. A dragon, named Cyril, who has had a nap disrupted by humans.

I enjoy the relationship the author of this game has done with Cyril. He isn't the bad guy in his own mind, he's just protecting
his roaming grounds and doing what any normal dragon would. And that kind of thinking is surprisingly provoking! It makes it
very enjoyable despite what many others would say it lacks in graphical content.

Well, I got a dragon game worth playing now!

EDIT: But, this game has likely been abandoned, therefore I do not recommend purchasing this unless the creator fulfills his
dream and finishes it. By then, we might have a better game to buy anyway! (Unless more dragon games continue to flop that is.
Any hints where a good one may be?). I was dissapointed with the game and mostly with the aliens. For example the mukay like
fish, the yellow slugs are clingy... Thats all to know about them. (Only exception are the pinthi and the jellyfish creatures.)
In SC II the game had depth. Whole ideoligies behind the aliens. You could connect, and care about the others.
This is a kid friendly, empty version.
Also story bring nothing new the table,

Gameplay is better. Spacefights\/planet gathering are nostalgic but improved. You can find some flaws but overall its good.
. The game is more about just clicking around various menus and there is not much strategy/simulation involved.. If you're
looking for a game that has racing involved, multiplayer and the same feel as Golf With Your Friends, then this game is
perfectly for you

10+. Debris is a cool game, but you will absolutely hate it and find it terrifying, if you are someone, who is scared of the ocean
and\/or possible creatures in it.
I'm not one of these people, but I definitely had a bunch of "NOPE!" moments.
I generally liked the atmosphere, animals, voice acting and sound effects, but damn, that game had some parts that took forever
to get through and some of them were really repetitive.
I am sure, it could have been shorter and still achieved, what it wanted to achieve.
Some people compare it to Subnautica, but it's not even remotely like that and it's not supposed to be like that.
It reminded me more of a mix between Iron Fish and Hellblade.

You can probably finish the game in 3-4 hours if you rush through, which I can't recommend.
Is it worth 20 bucks? I wouldn't say it's completely overprized, but it's a game, that probably only a few people will play more
than once. Most of them will most likely watch the other endings on youtube. It also has some performance issues, which get
worse towards the ending. These include freezes every few minutes and in the last chapter I had to restart the game, because it
completely bugged out.
So I would rather say: Wait until it's on sale again.

I enjoyed the game, but due to the issues and the repetitive gameplay\/annoying chapters, I would give it a "mixed" rating, if that
was possible.. If you are no good at voice acting, and can't afford to get proper voice actors, then just leave the voices out
completely; it's fine, the old games that this one claims to be inspired by didn't have voice overs anyway.

I wasn't impressed by this game in any way. The visuals are not bad but the gameplay is basic and takes far too many cues from
'rage' games, throwing enemies and pitfalls at the player that they couldn't reasonably be expected to avoid without prior
knowledge. The level design is run-of-the-mill and requires pixel perfect positioning to avoid damage from enemy attacks.

Overall I just didn't find the game rewarding or enjoyable; I was sick of it within 20 minutes. There are plenty of these 'retro
inspired' platformers on Steam and most of them are better and cheaper than this. Go play one of those instead.
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Merging scape like mechanics with misterious atmosphere, fear and magic lore, the game seems very promising as it has room
for many improvements and new levels. Waiting for the new content to expand the review.. Great little puzzle game. Simple to
learn, with ever changing and more complex number combinations. Solid art and sound presentation. Enough variety to keep it
interesting. Modes for both hardcore and casual players. With a $3 price tag, this is a great buy for all puzzle enthusiasts.. I will
forever love this game!. Charming graphics and the draw mechanic is fun, but gets repetive fast and way to expensive in my
opinion.
(I dont have much Steam time on this but played it outside of steam to).

I would say get it while its ~2-3 bucks. Negative vote cause of the steep price for such a puzzle game.. I like rythm games, hard
platformers and twitchy skill-based games, but this is just a chore. I played this until I beat the Fallen Angel boss on the "how
it's meant to be played" difficulty.
My impressions:
- game starts up and recognizeses my 144 Hz monitor. Tells me to turn it down to 60 Hz... on operating system... I'm no tech
expert, but why doesn't it just offer a fps cap in the settings? No understanding from me. I kept on with 144 Hz and I did not
encounter serious errors, just one or to lags.
- plays intro cinematic Me: "...Dude, wtf just happened? Who is this Zeus with headphones guy? And who is THIS guy? And
THAT guy? And... why did we want to go into a portal in the first place?"
- During every other cinematic: "Dude, seriously? WTF is this supposed to be???"
- Controls/gameplay:
Left stick: move left and right
Left shoulder button: Jump
Right stick: hit incoming note (cardinal and ordinal directions)
Right shoulder button: Duck (not the quack quack quack, but the ducking under)

You jump and run through a level while defending incoming note-bullets by hitting the direction they are coming from and on
the right beat. This is visualized by a raising cone near you. You press when it reaches its top. Next notes are meanwhile raising
of other directions. But if the next note is from the same direction you cannot rely on this visualisation, the only way you could
know is by scanning the screen for bullets of the same direction. It's a bit unfair, because there are many things you need to take
care of at the same time. Just saying. Visualisation is failing a bit to deliver the input. On one extra pirate level there were so
many flashy-flashy bling-bling lights, that I didn't even notice, that I stood in a hurting laser beam. The levels before needed you
often to stay where you are, so I did that here too. The information, that I must NOT touch that laser beam was too subtle, as
well as the information that I stood in it being HURT.

Awful are the levels with the bots looking for you and if they see you, you're instantly dead by an uber laser. Restart from the
beginning. I happened many times where the level failed to deliver me enough information for me to be able to know what I
need to know to not die. So I died and did it again memorizing what I need to know. I find this to be bad level design. E.g.
A beam off-screen not seen before I'm pushed into by a stream whirl, killing and forcing me to restart.
The end of constantly appearing and disappearing platforms hidden by flashy beams, so I fall down.

Yeah, I like the idea of a rythm platformer, but this is not executed well. I have high hopes for Soundfall to get a similar
crossover done well.. To be honest, there's not much difference to this Multiple Unit to the 450 that comes default with the
Portsmouth Direct Line. Apart from one thing: the Brakes have been improved fantastically. There's no now need to throw the
Brake's on to near 'Emergency' just to get a 10 car train to stop at a red signal. Plus, it comes with plenty of scenarios which, for
the price, is always going to get a glowing report from me.

So... yeah. Not much else to say - it's there if you want it, but I recommend getting it as it does add a bit more life to the PDL..
Bethem is an action-adventure game built in Game Maker Studio.

Can't say much in regards to the story so far (just started playing), but it seems humorous and doesn't take itself seriously.
English translation is a little rough in places (especially in regards to the jokes-lost in translation). There may be a little too much
exposition\/dialogue given the tone of the story, at least at the start.

If you like Zelda, the action based combat mechanics are very similar to older Zelda games such as Link to the Past or the
Gameboy titles. There is an overworld, there are dungeons and associated puzzles to solve in order to progress. The interface,
item mechanics and character abilities are all taken from Zelda.
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It includes a very pleasant soundtrack. The sprite work and animations are passable (albeit simplistic). Controller support (xbox)
is great, and game feels very responsive; combating monsters and solving puzzles is actually fun and I found myself wanting to
complete each area and progress.

There seem to be some problems with running it on modern high-end hardware. I can only play in windowed mode, and have
had to disable avast real time scanner every time in order for it to start.

From the perspective of a Zelda fan, this is a pleasant surprise that came out of nowhere. I would recommend it on that basis.
But I must caution that it is a little rough\/unpolished around the edges for a release title, both technically and in terms of
visuals.

. One of the best Amtrak locos that DTG has done. New bell sound, opening nose door, new engine sounds. One of my favorite
Amtrak locos. The horn has been use on the P32AC-DM but still sounds good. With 4 scenarios for Miami to West Palm
Beach, all below 50-30 minutes. Very nice loco all in all.
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